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visual ace sound has good stuff for 'easy to learn', 'hard to master' and 'nuts and bolts' effects. they have an arsenal of patches for their stuff, including effects for all of the motif es's features. their racks of rack patches are, like the top buzzers, the most inspiring array of sounds
available. the akai mpc250 has a little wavetable synth as well. the addition of individual note rings allow this synth to create some pretty interesting sounds on the fly.i don't make a beat using this synth though, as i feel its add-on and drags down the sound of the actual akai and

the synth onboard sounds good enough to me. now i have a full array of note on screen and can adjust things up and down on the fly. the other reason i chose to use the triton was for the solid construction. i have had this for a few months and i have yet to see a single glitch. i have
to say i was a bit nervous about the earlier reaction to the 25-key triton. i think the big mistake is that people often forget that their previous sound is good and try to improve on something they have an instinct for. the sample player is designed to load any format into the mpc, you

can add your own midi files or use any instrument on your computer to playback your chosen samples. the mpc can then play back your midi over the top and it sounds phenomenal, like nothing else out there. easy to program patches as well as sample storage never sounded so
good. as it's been said, the little things are big things. the ability to record single notes is something you can use in an unexpected way, the sounds and synth power of the instrument opens up the possibilities for much more complex programming.
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what i would recommend to anyone looking to create music is getting the akai mpc or a korg. people tend to get caught up in the sound and what they can do. it's true, you can do a lot with propellerhead's reason but there are a million other great apps out there. the key is to
become accustom to other sounds and always be looking to expand your sound bank. i'd even suggest mixing in other languages other than english if you're into music. it'll help expand your vocabulary and always be working on a project." (while you may not have the money to
purchase the full program right away, beginners would be happy to see that reason has a little brother called reason essentials. when you're starting out to make beats, there's no better way to spend a hundred dollars. just don't waste your money or time on dubturbo or sonic

producer, lol.) the oxygen 48 has an extra high quality joystick, which is much better than the lowest one, but still pretty good, and it also has the scroll wheel which is more versatile than the extra potentisitors but not as good as a real mouse. that's all, folks! this is for any reason
user, hardware enthusiast, or musician out there. i hope you enjoyed the read. please leave a comment, or post your thoughts on the dna labs forums. i'd love to hear what you think. please be sure to join the dna labs forum and check out all the free refills (not that cheap ass $19
'all in one') they have available, all of which we've tested and many of which are used in these articles. most of the time i use a bag for the mpc 2500, the oxygen 49, and reason 4.0. i've gotten a bag for my triton as well, but it's just one or two of my most-used devices. here's the

list of gear i'd recommend for you on the go.. 5ec8ef588b
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